
Collision  –  February  24,
2024: Their Usual Good
Collision
Date: February 24, 2024
Location: Great Southern Bank Arena, Springfield, Missouri
Commentators: Kevin Kelly, Nigel McGuinness, Tony Schiavone

We are just over a week away from Revolution and the card
seems pretty much set. That allows the remaining shows to
focus on some other things, which will be the case again here.
In this case we have Bryan Danielson facing another Japanese
legend in Jun Akiyama, which should be awesome. Let’s get to
it.

Here is Dynamite if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Sammy Guevara vs. Powerhouse Hobbs

No  DQ  and  all  of  the  Don  Callis  Family  is  barred  from
ringside. Guevara tries a knee to the face to start and it’s a
Cactus Clothesline out to the floor. Hobbs misses a charge
into the barricade but pulls a diving Guevara out of the air.
The World’s Strongest Slam onto the steps plans Guevara and
Hobbs does a bunch more of them onto the apron. Hobbs feels
creative and goes over to steal Kevin Kelly’s belt (various
threats are made), meaning Guevara takes a whipping.

Guevara is back up with some chair shots but Hobbs easily
tosses him over the barricade. Back in and Guevara sends him
onto the steps and it’s time for a pair of tables. Guevara
takes too long though and it’s a spinebuster from the apron
through the two tables as we take a break.

We come back with Hobbs missing a charge into the corner and
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getting pulled into the GTH for two. A monitor to the head
knocks Hobbs fairly silly and it’s time for another table.
Guevara’s springboard is pulled into another World’s Strongest
Slam though and Guevara is rocked again. Another table is
loaded  up  and  we’ll  make  that  two  but  Guevara  manages  a
posting for a breather.

A beer bottle to the head puts Hobbs on the table and Guevara
breaks a second over Hobbs’ head for a bonus. Now it’s a
ladder being set up in the ring so Guevara climbs up and
Swantons him through the two tables. Back in (less than a
minute after the crash) and Guevara sets up another table but
Hobbs  shoves  the  referee  to  crotch  Guevara.  The  World’s
Strongest Slam from the middle rope through the table finishes
Guevara at 17:03.

Rating: B-. Jake Roberts once asked why he should bother using
the DDT on someone if hitting them with a sledgehammer doesn’t
put them down. Hobbs got hit in the head with two beer bottles
and took a Swanton from a ladder in the ring through two
tables at ringside but was back on offense about a minute and
a half later. Why should I believe that any move is going to
be able to pin him now? The match was your usual weapons fest
with both of them doing whatever they could think of until one
move was enough for the pin. It was garbage fun, but not much
more than that.

The  Blackpool  Combat  Club  talks  about  how  the  team  came
together, including Claudio Castagnoli walking twenty miles
from an airport to a gym. They’re not cool with a time limit
draw against FTR so they’re in for Revolution. Castagnoli
talks about FTR wanting to bring back the past but the Club is
the future. Good promo here with the ending tying it together.

FTR vs. Shane Taylor Promotions

Harwood and Moriarty start things off but it’s quickly off to
Wheeler, who chases Moriarty into the corner. An elbow to the



face sets up an armbar on Moriarty before it’s off to Harwood
vs. Taylor. Harwood picks up the pace with a slide between the
legs but a hard clothesline puts him down. Moriarty is back in
for a chop off with Harwood but Taylor runs him over as we
take a break.

Back with Harwood fighting out of a bearhug, only to have
Taylor  knee  him  in  the  face.  Taylor’s  middle  rope  splash
though and a diving tag brings Wheeler back in to clean house.
Wheeler’s jumping neckbreaker gets two on Moriarty so Taylor
punches Wheeler in the face. Harwood makes a blind tag though
and it’s a powerbomb/top rope combination to finish Moriarty
as Wheeler cuts off Taylor at 10:19.

Rating: B-. That was one of the slickest finishing sequences
I’ve seen in a good while as the whole thing from the blind
tag to Wheeler picking Moriarty up to the pin was one motion.
That is where tag team wrestling can be so fun to watch and
FTR does it as well as anyone has in a very long time. Good
stuff  here  as  the  Promotions  were  good  villains  to  be
vanquished  in  not  quite  short  order.

Post match FTR talks about how the Blackpool Combat Club can’t
get rid of them that easily. People are scared of Jon Moxley
but Harwood thinks Moxley is mad because FTR isn’t scared of
him. They’ll have to kill FTR to beat them so see you at
Revolution.

Video on Bryan Danielson vs. Jun Akiyama as Danielson’s final
year tour continues.

Thunder Rosa vs. Lady Bird Monroe

Rosa wrestles her down to start and fires off some chops in
the corner, complete with yelling at the camera in Spanish.
Monroe’s chops don’t get her anywhere as Rosa hits a running
dropkick against the ropes and grabs the Tijuana Bomb for the
pin at 2:07.



Stokely Hathaway doesn’t like what Julia Hart and Skye Blue
have been saying about Willow Nightingale and Kris Statlander.
Never mind though as Statlander cuts him off and wants to beat
up Blue next week.

Colten  Gunn/Jay  White/Billy  Gunn  vs.  Iron  Savages/Jacked
Jameson

Max Caster botches his rap this week and just drops it halfway
through. Billy pokes Boulder in the yes to start but run over,
only to shove the Savages into each other. Colten comes in but
misses the Stinger Splash, earning himself a face first drop
onto the top turnbuckle. Boulder comes in for some dancing,
only to be low bridged to the floor.

The diving tag brings in White (with Colten bypassing Billy)
to clean house, with Bronson accidentally splashing Jameson.
Billy comes in with the Fameasser to Bronson….who stands up
and jumps over the top rope in one of the most ridiculous
things I’ve ever seen. Anyway, White grabs the Blade Runner to
finish Jameson at 4:45.

Rating: C-. That bizarre moment from Bronson alone is enough
to bring this down as there was only so much good in the first
place here. The big thing would seem to be Colten tagging in
White instead of Billy, as the two sides of the team might be
having  issues.  That  still  needs  to  build  towards  the
unification match at Double Or Nothing, as the titles need to
be unified and the show’s name couldn’t be more perfect.

Bryan Danielson puts over Jun Akiyama as one of the best ever.
Akiyama is Eddie Kingston’s hero but Danielson doesn’t respect
Kingston. If Kingston was doing this promo, he would ramble on
and then storm off. Kingston had all of the potential and has
wasted it until the last year, which is why Danielson is going
to beat him at Revolution. Danielson doesn’t get this fired up
very often and it worked.

Malakai Black vs. Bryan Keith



This is Black’s first singles match in AEW since June 2022.
Black takes him down by the leg to start but Keith is right
back up for a standoff. A suplex into a knee drop gets two on
Black, who elbows Keith out to the floor. We take a break and
come back with an exchange of forearms until Keith makes the
clothesline comeback. A tornado DDT plants Black and they’re
both down for a breather.

They slug it out again and go up top, with Black shoving him
down. A top rope double stomp into a German suplex gets two on
Keith and frustration is setting in. Black Mass misses and
Keith Tiger Drivers him for two of his own. Back up and Keith
charges into Black Mass (which may be called The End) for the
pin at 10:58.

Rating: C+. It was nice to see Black back in the ring on his
own for a change and Keith is someone who has been built up as
enough  of  a  star  to  make  it  feel  like  something  of  a
challenge. The match was the usual back and forth stuff you
would expect from a match like this one but that spinning kick
still looks great. Nice return to singles action for Black
here, and it would be cool to see it continue.

Post match the lights go out and here is Mark Briscoe with a
kendo stick. Briscoe grabs the spike but stabs the turnbuckle
pad by mistake. The rest of the House Of Black comes in to
beat Briscoe down.

Video on Darby Allin/Sting vs. the Young Bucks.

Serena Deeb vs. Lady Frost

Frost trips her down to start and they go to a test of
strength on the match. Deeb reverses that into a cross arm
choke and we’re off to a staredown. A dropkick to the back
puts Deeb down but she ties up the leg into something of a
reverse Figure Four. Frost makes the rope and we take a break.

Back with Deeb snapping off a dragon screw legwhip to stay on



the  leg  before  firing  off  some  left  hands.  A  swinging
neckbreaker gives Deeb two but Deebtox is broken up. Frost
hits something like a spinning Break for two but Deeb hits a
hammerlock lariat. A half crab makes Frost tap at 8:42.

Rating: C. The commercial break during the sub-ten minute AEW
women’s  match  has  become  something  of  a  running  joke  and
unfortunately  it  isn’t  that  funny.  They  weren’t  having  a
classic or anything but it’s annoying to have so much of a
match missed due to a commercial. This happens almost all the
time and it keeps me from wanting to see what they are doing,
which is just hurting the energy of the show.

Bryan Danielson vs. Jun Akiyama

Eddie Kingston is on commentary. They go with the standing
grappling to start as Kingston talks about how much he loves
and respects Akiyama. Danielson takes him up against the ropes
for a clean break so Akiyama comes back with some running
shoulders. With that not working, Danielson goes after the
knee  and  twists  it  around  on  the  mat.  Akiyama’s  cross
armbreaker is broken up and Danielson is right back to the
knee.

The Muta Lock goes on so Akiyama rakes the eyes for the break.
Danielson fights up and sends him outside but the suicide dive
is cut off by an elbow to the face. We take a break and come
back with Akiyama dropping a knee on the apron but Danielson
hits a missile dropkick. The running corner dropkicks connect
but Akiyama blasts him with a clothesline. Danielson grabs the
LeBell Lock, sending Akiyama straight to the ropes.

Back up and Akiyama knees him out of the air for two but a
running knee is countered into a half crab. A German suplex
drops Akiyama again, only to have him grab a not locked in
guillotine choke. Danielson kicks him in the head and grabs a
German suplex, only to have Akiyama exploder suplex him down.
Back up and they both try running knees, meaning it’s another



double knockdown. Danielson scores with a hard knee to put
Akiyama down, setting up the running knee to finish at 15:57.

Rating: B. I don’t think there was much of a surprise here as
Akiyama is a legend and Danielson has done rather well with
this kind of a match during his current run. It was also nice
to have Akiyama tied into the Danielson vs. Kingston feud
rather than a random one off match. Akiyama did well here, and
it wouldn’t shock me to see him win a quick match elsewhere on
AEW just to give him a nice moment.

Respect is shown post match but Danielson flips off Kingston.
That’s  not  cool  with  Akiyama  so  Danielson  kicks  him  low.
Kingston runs in for the brawl and it’s Claudio Castagnoli
running in to beat Kingston down. FTR runs in for the save and
yes indeed Tony Khan makes a six man tag in all of three
seconds’ notice for Dynamite.

Overall Rating: B-. There was good action here, but a lot of
it felt like it was about setting up things for later. That’s
a good idea with Revolution just over a week away and I’m
getting more excited for the show, meaning things are going
well. As usual, Collision was more wrestling based and it went
well, with the main event being the highlight, also as usual.

Results
Powerhouse Hobbs b. Sammy Guevara – Super World’s Strongest
Slam through a table
FTR  b.  Shane  Taylor  Promotions  –  Powerbomb/top  rope
clothesline  combination  to  Moriarty
Thunder Rosa b. Lady Bird Monroe – Tijuana Bomb
Colten  Gunn/Jay  White/Billy  Gunn  b.  Iron  Savages/Jacked
Jameson – Blade Runner to Jameson
Malakai Black b. Bryan Keith – The End
Serena Deeb b. Lady Frost – Half crab
Bryan Danielson b. Jun Akiyama – Running knee

 



 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of
your wrestling headline needs.
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